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Several new characterizations of nuclearity in Frechet spaces are proved. The 
most important one states tat a Frtchet space is nuclear if and only if every mean 
bounded amart is strongly as. convergent. This extends the result in [A. Bellow, 
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 73, No. 6 (1976), 179&1799] in a more positive way, 
and gives a different proof of it. The results of Brunei and Sucheston [C. R. Acad. 
Sci. Paris Ser. A (1976), loll-10141 , are extended to yield the same charac- 
terization of reflexivity of a Frtchet space in terms of weak convergence a.s. of 
weak amarts. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The extension of the Banach space-valued Bochner-integral to Frechet 
spaces is well known (see, e.g. [ 121). The space of all Frechet-valued 
integrable functions on a probability space (52,F, P) is denoted by Li, 
where E is the Frechet space. Let (Z?J,“r be an increasing sequence of sub- 
u-algebras of Y, and (X,, YJ,“, an adapted sequence (i.e., for every 
n E N: X,, E LL(f2,Rn, P/FJ). Denote by T the set of all bounded stopping 
times with respect to (YJ. (X,, , Rn) is called an amart (resp. weak amart, 
abbreviated (W) amart) if tin Xr)TEr. converges strongly (resp. weakly). (X,, , 
.YJ,“r is called a weak sequential amart ((WS) amart) if for every 
increasing sequence (r,)~=r in T, tin Xr,)~zl converges weakly. As in the 
Banach-space case it can be seen that every amart is a (WS) amart and that 
every (WS) amart is a (W) amart. (W) and (WS) amarts were introduced by 
Brunel and Sucheston [3]. Amongst other result, they proved in [3, 41: 

THEOREM A. Suppose 1’ is not contained in E, then every (W) amart is 
a (WS) amart l# E is reflexive. 
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THEOREM B. Suppose E has (RNP) and that E’ is separable. Then every 
(WS) amart of class (B) converges weakly a.s. (X,,, 3J is of class (B) 
means: sup,,,J IlX,lI dP < co. 

THEOREM C. E is reflexive 13 every (W) amart of class (B) (or 
uniformly bounded) is convergent, weakly a.s. 

As a remark I can include the following improvement of Theorem A: 

THEOREM A’. Let E be a Banach space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) E is weakly sequentially complete. 

(ii) Every (W) amart is a ( WS) amart. 

(iii) For every uniformly bounded ( W) amart (X,, , Ym), and every A in 
U, Ffi, the sequence <I, X,)?! 1 is weakly convergent. 

Proof: (i) + (ii). Suppose E is a weakly sequentially complete Banach 
space, and let (X,, ST-,) be a (W) amart. So, for every x’ in E’, (x’(X& x”) 
is an amart. Hence for every increasing sequence (rn) in T, the sequence 

(i 1 

00 

x’(Xr,) dp 
a n=l 

is convergent as is well known for amarts. So un X,” uP)~=, is weakly 
Cauchy and thus weakly convergent, proving that (X,,.YJ is a (WS) amart. 

(ii) -+ (iii). Let A E lJ, FR. So, there is a n, E R\J such that A E Fn,. 
Define rn for n > n, by 

z, = n on A 

=n 0 on a\A. 

So r, E T, V n > no. Furthermore (r&an0 is increasing. Thus tin X7.),” ,,,, is 
weakly convergent. But 

for every n in N. Since JniA Xn, is constant, the sequence CT, X,):‘, 
converges weakly. 
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(iii) + (i) (inspi;;d by [4]). Suppose (x&r is a weak Cauchy 
sequence, is not weakly convergent. Choose: 
X: a -+ { -1, + 1 }((.Q,F, P) arbitrary probability space), such that 
P{X = l} = P{X = - I} = f. Put X,, =X . x,. For each n, we take the same 
partitions II, = { {X = -1 }, {X = 1) }. Now (X,, a(n,)) is a (W) amart. But 
for A = (X = 11, we have X, IA =X, . 1,. So I, X, = x,/2. So (j, X,)z= 1 is 
not weakly convergent. 1 

The proof of Theorem A’ does not use Rosenthal’s result [ 151. To obtain 
Theorem A form Theorem A’ we do use his result. So this method to prove 
Theorem A sheds more light on this result. 

Let us suppose now that E is a Frechet space. The Pettis-topology on Lk 
is generated by the seminorms P,: Lk -+ IA +, 

where U is an arbitrary zero-neighborhood, and @ denotes the polar of U 
with respect to the duality (E, E’) (see [ 161). A Pettis-bounded sequence in 
Lk is a sequence (X,) such that 

for every O-neighborhood U. A Pettis-uniformly integrable sequence in LL is 
a sequence (X,) such that 

lim sup 
I P(A)-+0 X’EVO ” 

Ix’(X,,)l dP = 0 

uniformly in n E N, for every lJ, O-neighborhood. Amongst other results, we 
proved in [12]: 

THEOREM 1. Let E be a Frkhet space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) E is nuclear. 

(ii) Every Pettis-bounded and Pettis-uniformly integrable amart is 
mean convergent. 

(iii) On Li, the Pettis-topology is the same as the topology of mean- 
convergence. 
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Whenever we say “mean-convergence” we mean of course convergence 
with respect to the family of seminorms 

where p is an arbitrary continuous seminorm on E, We stated as an “added 
in proof” the following result: 

THEOREM 2. Let E be a Frechet space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) E is nuclear. 

(ii) Every mean bounded amart (X,,, FJ is of class (B), i.e., 

Sup j. P(X,) dp < ~0 
ssT 0 

for every continuous seminorm p on E. 

(iii) For every mean bounded and mean-uniformly integrable amart 
(X,, ,.YJ, and for every continuous seminorm p on E: (p(X,),YJ is an 
amart. 

Since the proof of Theorem 2 is non-trivial and not included in [ 121, and 
since we use Theorem 2 crucially in our main new result, we prove it here in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we give the main result: 

THEOREM 3. Let E be a Frechet space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) E is nuclear. 

(ii) Every mean bounded amart is strongly a.s. convergent. 

To conclude the paper we note that Theorems B and C are valid also for 
Frichet spaces (where we use the strong topology on E’), yielding a charac- 
terization of reflexivity in Frechet spaces. 

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

(i) -+ (ii). Suppose E is a nuclear Frkchet space and let (X,,YJ be a 
mean bounded amart. By [ 14, 4.1.51, there exists, for every continuous 
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seminorm p on E, a zero-neighborhood Y and a Radon measure v on the 
polar p, such that for every w  E 0 and r E T, 

Applying Fubini’s theorem, 

The last inequality is true since X, is XT-measurable, where 

Sr={IAEST(IAn{z=n)ESr,VnEN}. 

Denoting pv(-) = SU~,,,~~ Ix’(.)], we have 

Since (X,,) is an Li-bounded amart, it is well known that (see Theorem 1 in 
[ 11, applied for every seminorm) the right-hand side of the last inequality is 
finite, proving this part of the theorem. 

(ii) + (i). Suppose E is not nuclear. By [ 14, 4.2.51, there is a summable 
sequence (x,) (i.e., C x, is commutatively convergent) which is not 
absolutely convergent. Choose any strictly decreasing sequence (7,) in [0, i], 
converging to 0. Put 6, = 7” - yn-, . Define, for every n in IN, 

and 

A;f = PT Yn+1), B” = bn + 1, I’,>, A; = [Y,, 11, 

Put 

xl= V:,B’J:}, 

7~~ = K, V {A;, B*,A;}, 

.n,=71,-1 V {/I;, B”,A;}. 

X” = 2 1,. 
n 
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and 

We claim that the sequence (X,, KJr= 1 has the following properties: 

(a) It is an amart. 

(b) It is mean convergent to 0. 

(c) It is not of class (B). 

Indeed, for every r in T, 

where 
n, = min{z(o) 11 w  E [0, l)}, 

n: = max{r(w) 11 w  E [0, l)}. 

Since P(B’ n {r = I}) < 6,, and by the unconditional convergence of C x,, 
we have 

lim 
I 

1 

reT 0 
X,dP=O 

(see [ 14, 1.3.6, p. 26-271). This proves (a). Now j&Y,,) =p(x,), for every 
continuous seminorm p on E. Hence (b) follows, by the convergence of 
XX”. Now suppose that p. is a continuous seminorm on E for which 
C~c”=lpo(x,) = co. Then 

I Ipo(X,)= -F PO(%)* 
P(B5-l {r=l}) 

6 ' 
0 & I 

Choose 
tn= 1 on B' 

. . . . . . 
=tl on B" 

=n+l on IO, I)\( Gl B’)- 

Since 

i,’ PoK,) = [$I1 POW + i,. I,\“~~,B,Po(x~+ 1) 

R 

a c PO(%) I=1 
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it follows that, since r, E T, for every n in N, 

proving (c); hence proving (ii) -t (i). 

(i) -+ (iii). Let (X, ,9J be a mean bounded and uniformly integrable 
amart. From [ 13,6] it follows that E has (RNP). Hence it is immediately 
seen that the limit measure F: jr + E: VA E F, 

F(A) = lim 
I 

X, dP 
n-vc ” 

has a RN-derivative in Lk, where jT = o(U, Sr,). We denote this derivative 
by X. As in the Banach-space case it is immediately seen that the conditional 
expectation of X with respect to every E exists. Denote this by E&X. 
Applying [ 14, 4.1.51 to X, -E9;X, we have with the same notations as in 
the proof of (i) --) (ii), V T E T, V w E R, for every continuous seminorm p on 
E, 

p(X,(w> -E-X(u)) < jvo 1(X,(w) -E-(w), x’>l WO. 

Again, using Fubini, 

I P(X&) - frX(4) dP(w) 
n 

< 2% 1(X,(o) -E-X(w), x’>I dP(o) . W”). 1 
Now we have 

I p(X,(o) - EfrX(4) dP(o) 
n 

XJP-j ExrXdP . 
A )I 

Denoting Pv(.) = SUP,,~~O Ix’(.)], we see 

(*I j P(X&) - Efl*X(4) dP(w) 

<4NJ@‘);~3 
T 

pv (j X,dP-F(4). 
A 
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It is well known (see Theorem 1 in [ 11, applied seminormwise) that the 
right-hand side of this last inequality is small for r large enough. 
Furthermore, since (EY7X, sT,),Er is a martingale, generated by one 
integrable function, it is obvious that (EYrX)rET converges in the mean to X. 
So for every continuous seminorm p on E: 

!‘z i, p(ExlX - X) dP = 0. 

So by (*) we finally have 

and so (p(X,),Sr,) is an amart. 

Remark. In (i) --f (iii) we in fact proved (i) -+ (iii)’ with (iii)‘: For every 
mean-bounded and uniformly integrable amart (X,, 9J, (X&r is mean 
convergent. This result will be extended in Theorem 4, generalizing (i) -+ (iii). 
However, (i) + (iii) is used in the proof of Theorem 3 so that it is not super- 
fluous. 

(iii) + (i) (see also [ 121). Suppose that E is not nuclear. By [ 14, 4.2.51, 
there exists a summable sequence (x,) which is not absolutely summable. 
Take a = [0, 1). Since there exists a continuous seminorm p on E such that 
2,” i p(x,) = co, there exists K, in N such that a1 = Cf: i p(x,) > 1. So 
Cf:,p(y,J= 1 with ~~~=x,Jai (n= 1 ,..., Ki), Let K, in N be the smallest 
natural number, larger than K, such that 

a2 = r P(h) > P(Yl). 
n=rc,+ I 

So again Cf&+ I P(Y,) =P(Y,) withy,, = (x,/a,)p(yJ (n = K, + L..., &). 
We do the same argument with p( yJ,..., p( yK,), and start all over again, in 
the same way with p(yK,+ 1), an so on. By this construction, we run an d 
infinite number of times through [0, l), so we have that Z p( y,) = 03. But 
since every y, is x, times a scalar in (0, 11, we have that (v,,) is still 
summable. Every time we run through [0, 1) we obtain a refinement of the 
foregoing division. So we obtain an increasing sequence of finite partitions 
denoted by 

no = { [a 1 I}, 
721 = {A 1 ‘...‘Q’ 
A2 = b%9...,-&K,+,}, 
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etc. We made it so that P(Ai) =p( y,), for every i in N. We now put 

x, =-zf!- 1,“. 
P( YJ 

The sequence (X,, c(n,))~= i has the following properties: 

(a) It is an amart. 

(b) It is mean convergent to 0. 

(c) (p(X,), a(7r,))$, is not an amart. 

Indeed, for every r E T, 

so 

where Iall < 1. Since C yn is unconditionally convergent we have that 
lim,,.liX,=O, p roving (a). Property (b) is immediate since for every 
continuous seminorm p’ on X: 

lim 
I 

‘p’(X,) = limp/(x,) = 0. 
n 0 ” 

From (b) it follows that (X,, c(n,)) is mean bounded and uniformly 
integrable. We now prove (c). Define a stopping time rk on Aj (for Aj E 7~~) 
as j. Then we see that 

5 
I 
P(x,,> = 1 

0 

for every k in N. Now define r; on A, (for Aj E 7~~) as Pk( j), where Pk( j) is a 
fixed permutation of the indices j appearing for the sets Aj in nk, such that pk 
has no fixed point. Now 
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Now (5;. =j} = Apklcjj. Since p;‘(j) #j, the intersection Apklcjj f7 A, is void. 
Hence 

for every k in N. Now both sequences (rJ and (5;) are cofinal in T. So 
jAp(X,) cannot converge, and thus (p(X,J, a(~,)) is not an amart. 

Remark. In the proof of (iii) + (i), we could also use the simpler 
sequence constructed in the proof of (ii) + (i). However, the sequence 
constructed in the proof of (iii)+ (i) given above has the advantage to be 
uniformly bounded in case E is a Banach space (cf. also [ 121). Also this less 
trivial sequence is needed in Theorems 3 and 5 further on. Incidentally, the 
construction in (iii) + (i) of Theorem 2 gives rise to a result in pramart- 
theory. We recall the definition of a pramart (stated here in Frechet spaces). 

DEFINITION. Let E be a Frlchet space. An E-valued adapted sequence 
(X,,.YJ is called a pramart if for every continuous seminorm p on E, 

(PK - fl”K))4,,,,*ET converges to zero in probability. 

THEOREM 3. Let E be a Fr&het space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) E is nuclear. 

(ii) Every amart is a pramart. 

Proof: (i) + (ii). Let (X,,Y”) be an amart. By the well-known 
difference-property (trivially extended to our case), (E9”x, - XO)OGT,O,TET 
converges to zero in Pettis-sense; hence in LL-sense, by Theorem 1 (so 
(X,, jm) is uniform amart). Since Li-convergence implies convergence in 
probability, we are done. 

(ii) + (i). Consider again the example developed in the proof of (iii) -+ (i) 
of Theorem 2, supposing E not nuclear. With the same meaning of (r,JF=i 
and (735 as in that proof, we have that 7; > rk-, for every k in N, and 
both (tk) and (73 are cofinal in T. Furthermorep(Efl+IX,i; -XT,_,) = 
p(X,,-,) = 1 for every k in N. So (X,, jT,) is not a pramart, but it was an 
amart. 1 

Remark. The Banach-space case of the above theorem was proved 
differently in [9]. We also remark that the example in the foregoing theorem 
is not a mil and not a game fairer with time. 

Remark. The example constructed in the proof of (ii) --f (i) in Theorem 2 
shows that if every mean bounded pramart is of class (B), the Frechet space 
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E must be nuclear. However, the converse is not true, not even for E = R, as 
the following example shows: 52 = [O, 11, X, = 2”10,2”,1,2”-11, n = 1, 2 ,..., 
Y” = 0(X, ,..., X,). Then (X,,YJ is a pramart and j-:X, = 1 for every n in 
R\J. Consider 

1 

t, = 1 on ( --,l 1 2 

= 2 

1 1 

on ( -- 2=’ 2 I 

1 1 
=tl on ( I 2n+l,F 

=n+l 

1 

on [ 0,-. 1 2n+l 

Then r, E T, for every n in N. Now IX,. > n, for every n in N. Hence 

suP,,r(IX,I=suP*,TIX,=CO. 

3. STRONG CONVERGENCE as. OF AMARTS 

We are now able to attack the problem of strong convergence as. of 
amarts in Frtchet spaces. In Banach spaces, Bellow [2] proved: 

THEOREM D. Let E be a Banach space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) dim E < a. 

(ii) Every mean bounded amart is strongly a.s. convergent. 

(iii) Every uniformly bounded amart is strongly a.s. convergent. 

Theorem 1 is an extension of (iii) --) (i) in Theorem D to Frechet spaces. 
Theorem D is very interesting, however, it is a negative result: except for the 
finite dimensional case, there is no strong convergence of amarts! In Frechet 
spaces, however, the class of nuclear spaces is much larger than the class of 
finite dimensional spaces, and consists of spaces, important both for 
functional analysts and for probabilists (see [ 131, for examples). So the next 
result is more positive, in the sense that it allows strong convergence of 
amarts in nuclear Frechet spaces: 

THEOREM 4. Let E be a Frkhet space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 
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(i) E is nuclear. 

(ii) Every Pettis-bounded amart is strongly as. convergent. 

(iii) Every mean-convergent (and uniformly bounded in case E is a 
Banach space) amart is strongly a.s. convergent. 

Remark. (iii) -+ (i) is new even in Banach spaces. 

Proof of Theorem 4. (ii) + (iii). Trivial. 

(iii) -+ (i). Suppose that E is not nuclear. The example constructed in the 
proof of (iii) + (i) in Theorem 2 yields an amart which is mean convergent to 
0. However, (X, ,F”) is not strongly convergent since for every 
w  E [0, 1 ] : X,(o) = 0 for a cofmal set of indices n as well as 
X,(o) = x,/p(x,) for a cofinal set of indices n. 

(i) -+ (ii). We will prove a more general result in order to prove (i) -+ (ii): 

THEOREM 5. Let E be a nuclear Frechet space. Then every mean 
bounded amart (X,,.7J is the sum of a martingale (Y,,, &) which is mean 
bounded and strongly convergent and an amart (Z,,X”) such that (Zz)seT 
converges in the mean sense and in the strong sense a.s. to 0. 

Proof. The Riesz-decomposition theorem in [8] is easily extended to our 
case, since a nuclear Frechet space does have (RNP). We thus have 

x,= y,+z,, 

where (Y, , ;T,) is a martingale, mean bounded, and (Zr)rsT goes to 0 in 
Pettis-sense. By Theorem 1, (ZJreT goes to 0 in the mean sense. Noting the 
fact that a nuclear Frechet space is the projective limit of a sequence of 
Hilbert spaces, we easily see that the martingale (Y,, flJ is strongly 
convergent a.s. in E. So the only thing to show is that Z, + 0 a.s. (strongly). 
By the mean convergence of (Z,) we have the mean boundedness, and so, by 
Theorem 2, (Z,) is of class (B). Suppose E =&I g&L,, with projection 
maps g, . Then for every fixed m in R\l, ( g,(Z,), X1),” r is an amart of class 
(B) in 4,. BY [% bAZ,>)~p,, is weakly a.s. convergent, say to Zfm) on 
Q\Ny, where P(Ny) = 0. Since Z, is mean convergent to 0 it follows from 
Theorem 2 that for every fixed m, (I] g,(Z,)ll,, fl”)p! r is a real amart (where 
]I. &, denotes the norm in EL,,,). This is true since the system 
{II g,C)L II m E N 1 is a generating family continuous seminorms for E. By 
the real amart convergence theorem [7, p. 2031, (I] g,(Z,,)ll,)~=, converges 
a.s., say on Q\NT, with R(Ny) = 0. Hence on O\(NI:U NT) we have 
( g,(Z,))r= 1 converges weakly and (]I g,(Z,,)ll,,,)~~ , converges. Since Z, -+ 0 
in LA-sense, ( g,(Z,))~T 1 + 0 in L&- sense for every fixed m in IN. So there is 
a pointwise a.e. convergent subsequence (g,(Z,,))~= , converging strongly to 
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0 in H,,,, say on Sh\N”‘, with P(Nm) = 0. This and the above give: On 
12\(NmUNyUNr), 

w;:$ g,(Z,) = 0, 

pt II &(Z,)lIm = 0. 

Since H, is a Hilbert space this implies 

lim g,(Z,) = 0 
n-m 

strongly. 
So on .Ca\lJ,“,, [NmUN?UN?l 

lim g,(Z,) = 0 
n-co 

for every m in R\J. This means Z, -+ 0 strongly a.s. in E. 

4. WEAK CONVERGENCE a.s. OF WEAK AND WEAK SEQUENTIAL AMARTS 

In this section we are going to prove in Frechet spaces the results proved 
by Brunel and Sucheston in [3]. We shall indicate only the differences in 
proof. 

THEOREM 5. Let E be a FrrPhet space with (RNP) and such that the 
strong dual EL is separable. Let (X,, Ss-,) be a (WS) amart of class (B). 
Then (X,,) converges weakly as. 

Proof: This is a non-trivial modification of the proof on [3, p. 
1012-10131. Consider E as the projective limit of the sequence of Banach 
spaces (Em):= i : E = @ g,,E,, with projection maps g,. So it is 
immediate that (g,(X,),F”), for every fixed m in IN, is a (WS) amart in Em. 
Fix E > 0. For every fixed m in N, there exists, following [5, p. 571, a set 
A, EST, P(D\A,) < e/2” and a (WS) amart (c,jm),“_, with 
sup, ]] Yr]],,, E L’ (I]. I],,, denotes the norm in Em) such that c = g,(X,) on 
A,. Using the fact that sup. ]] cl], EL* and Lemma 1 on [3, p. 10121, we 
get that the weak limit measure ,u,,, of (Yr)r=i exists on a. Hence (*) 

6Ll.x I2 2.10 
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where the integral is restricted to Y-measurable sets in A,. Put 
A=n,“=,A,,,. SoAESTandP@\A)<s. Putp=&,,)zY,. We have 

where the integral is restricted to subsets of A, in F. Hence ~~(a) E E, and 
so pA is the weak limit measure of (X,) on A. Furthermore every p,,, is of 
bounded variation and P-continuous. Hence so is pA on (A, Sr IA, P iA). So, E 
having (RNP), the RN-derivative X,,* exists in Lk(A,Sr IA, P 1”). Now for 
every fE E’, (f(&), KJ is an amart. By the real amart theory, we see that 
(f(X,,)) converges a.e. and on A necessarily to f(X,,,) a.s. Furthermore 
since (X”,K”) is of class (B), we have by Lemma 1 in [9] that for every 
continuous seminorm p on E: lim sup,, p(X,,) E L ‘. So sup,, p(X,) < 00 a.s. 
Now we have that Xco,A = w-lim,,, X, IA a.e. Since E was arbitrary this 
shows that (X,,) converges w.a.e. 

THEOREM 6. Let E be a FGchet Space. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) E is rejlexive. 

(ii) Every (W) amart of class (B) is weakly a,s, convergent. 

(iii) Every uniformly bounded (W) amart is weakly a.s. convergent. 

Proof: (i) + (ii). Let (X,,,Sr,) be a (W) amart of class (B). By 
Theorem A it is a (WS) amart. Since 

F = span{X,(o) (] n E N, o E a} 

is a separable closed subset of E, F is reflexive. So F = (Fh); is separable. 
Hence every bounded subset in FL is separable (see [ 11, p. 607, Ex. 21). But 
F is a Frechet space; hence FL contains a countable fundamental system of 
bounded sets. So F;1 is separable. Therefore we have only to apply Theorem 5 
(and [16, p. 1351). 

(ii) + (iii). Trivial. 

(iii) + (i). The proof given in [3, p.1013-10141 extends in a fairly trivial 
way, noting only the fact that Rosenthal’s theorem [ 151 has been extended to 
Fr&chet spaces by Lohman, as remarked to me by W. B. Johnson. 
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